Indirect Bonding Rx

**INDIRECT SERVICE**

- Upper Clear
- Lower Optisil

---

**BRACKETS**

- **InVu® Ceramic Brackets**
  - Upper/Lower 5-5
  - Roth: .018" .022"
  - MBT: .018" .022"
- **Nu-Edge® Cobalt Chromium Brackets**
  - Upper/Lower 5-5
  - Roth: .018" .022"
  - MBT: .018" .022"
- **InVu Ceramic Upper 5-5 and Nu-Edge Cobalt Chromium Lower 5-5**
  - Roth: .018" .022"
  - MBT: .018" .022"
- **Tip-Edge PLUS® Metal or Tip-Edge PLUS Ceramic Brackets**
  - Tip-Edge PLUS Metal Brackets: Upper/Lower 5-5
  - Tip-Edge PLUS Ceramic Brackets: Upper/Lower 5-5
  - Tip-Edge PLUS Ceramic Upper 5-5 and Metal Lower 5-5

---

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**

---

**MOLAR TUBES**

- **Ultra-Low Profile Molar Tubes**
  - Roth: .018" .022"
  - MBT: .018" .022"

---

**MOLAR TUBES**

- **Combination Non-Convertible Slant Back with Easy-Out® Feature**
  - UL
  - LL
  - UR
  - LR

---

**RETURN WHITE AND GOLD COPY. RETAIN YELLOW COPY**